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Sec. 812. Three-year program for use of master agreements for procurement of advi-
sory and assistance services.
Sec. 813. Availability of funds for obligation following the resolution of a protest.
Sec. 814. Post-employment restrictions.
Sec. 815. Defense memoranda of understanding and related agreements.
Sec. 816. Offsets in reciprocal defense procurement agreements.
Sec. 817. Simplified approval of contracts implementing certain international agree-
ments.
Sec. 818. Delegation of approval authority for certain contract actions.
Sec. 819. Procurement Technical Assistance Cooperative Agreement Program.
part C—other acquisition policy matters
Sec. 821. Requirement for certificate of independent price determination in certain
Department of Defense contract solicitations.
Sec. 822. Uniform rules on dissemination of acquisition information.
Sec. 828. Limitation on authority to waive Buy American Act requirement.
Sec. 824. Acquisition of commercial and nondevelopmental items.
Sec. 825. Study and report on defense export financing.
part D—provisions relating to small and small disadvantage businesses
Sec. 831. Provisions relating to small disadvantage^ businesses.
Sec. 832. Credit for Indian contracting in meeting certain minority subcontracting
goals.
Sec. 833. Test program for use of bond waiver authority under Small Business Act
to assist certain small disadvantaged business concerns.
Sec. 834. Test program for negotiation of comprehensive small business subcon-
tracting plans.
part E—defense industrial and technology base
Sec. 841. Critical technologies planning.
Sec. 842. Defense industrial information and critical industries planning.
Sec. 843. Scientific and technical education.
part F—miscellaneous
Sec. 851. Authority to contract with university presses for printing, publishing, and
sale of History of the Office of the Secretary of Defense.
Sec. 852. Procurement from countries that deny adequate and effective protection
of intellectual property rights.
Sec. 853. Acquisition laws technical amendments.
TITLE DC—MATTERS RELATING TO NATO MEMBER NATIONS AND OTHER
ALLIES
part A—conventional force reductions in europe
Sec. 901. Framework for determining conventional force requirements in a chang-
ing threat environment.
Sec. 902. Implications of mutual reductions in conventional forces in Europe by
NATO and Warsaw Pact member nations.
Sec. 903. Report on verification measures for possible conventional arms control
agreement.
part B—burden sharing
Sec. 911. Reduction in authorized end strength for the number of military person-
nel in Europe.
Sec. 912. Active-duty forces in Europe of member nations of NATO.
Sec. 913. Contributions by Japan to global security.
Sec. 914. Report on costs associated with overseas dependents.
Sec. 915. United States-Republic of Korea security relationship and other security
matters in East Asia.
part C—expenditures in europe
Sec. 921. Limitation on expenditures for relocation of functions located at Torrejon
Air Base, Madrid, Spain.
Sec. 922. Sense of Congress concerning United States military facilities in NATO
member countries.
part d—cooperattve agreements
Sec. 931. Codification of certain Allied cooperative agreements statutes.

